Abstract—The Web PKI ecosystem provides an underlying layer of security to many Internet protocols used today. By relying on Certificate Authorities (CAs), communication can be authenticated and encrypted based on a chain of trust. Unfortunately, this chain of trust has been broken in the past. For instance, in 2011, adversaries managed to issue fraudulent certificates on behalf of the DigiNotar CA, resulting in a loss of trust in DigiNotar. To better detect fraudulent certificates, Google introduced the concept of Certificate Transparency (CT), which is based on append-only logs that allow one to monitor and detect wrongly issued X.509 certificates.

In this work, we investigate the potential of these logs as a data source for target reconnaissance. Concretely, we divide our study into two parts: First, we deploy several honeypot web servers over a period of 200 days to study the effect on incoming scanning traffic after pushing a certificate to one or more CT logs. We find that adding a certificate to a CT log leads to incoming network probes, just seconds after publishing the entry. This suggests that CT logs are used as input for web scans. In the IPv6 address space, our web server received 2,700 packets after pushing our certificate to a CT log, compared to 0 packets in our control group.

Second, we use large-scale active measurements to find potentially vulnerable domains from CT log data. Using certificate issuance and renewal patterns, we identify websites that are either at the beginning or at the end of their life cycle. Our results show that freshly deployed websites are not more likely to contain a known CVE compared to websites that just renewed their certificate. On the other side of the spectrum, however, we find that websites with an expired certificate, yet still deployed in the wild, tend to contain more outdated software, and hence more known CVEs. As such, CT logs can indeed function as a data source for target reconnaissance.

1. Introduction

It is commonly said that the Internet was never designed with security in mind. Rather, through the years, many enhancements and adjustments have been made to protocols and Internet policies to accommodate for various security shortcomings. While not perfect, these enhancements make it possible to keep the Internet functional and allow for its widespread use.

One of these enhancements was the introduction of a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) on the Web, causing the advent of the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol, which is now better known as Transport Layer Security (TLS) [28]. TLS enables the encryption of network traffic (commonly done over TCP), as well as the authentication of the communicating parties. Not long after its introduction, many other protocols started supporting TLS to provide their services over an encrypted channel. For example, the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), used for distributing web pages, developed its Secure variant (HTTPS), which makes use of TLS to authenticate a web server and encrypt its traffic to and from clients. To do so, each server requires an X.509 certificate, issued by a Certificate Authority (CA). These certificates provide proof of authenticity and include details for setting up an encrypted channel between client and server (see Section 2 for further details).

Unfortunately, the Web PKI contains some weak points. Because most CAs are run by people and operate on a foundation of trust, it is unavoidable that this trust can, and will, be broken. A notorious example is the infamous DigiNotar case of 2011. After an adversary gained access to DigiNotar’s system, a wildcard certificate was issued for Google [12]. This enabled the execution of man-in-the-middle (MITM) attacks against Google services. Many more fraudulent certificates got issued due to this hack, and, shortly after, DigiNotar was no longer trusted by browser vendors and therefore ceased to exist [25].

To allow for faster detection of fraudulent certificates, Google started in 2013 an initiative called Certificate Transparency (CT), aimed at providing real-time monitoring of all certificates issued by participating CAs [17]. CT relies on numerous CT logs, operated by different parties such as browser vendors and technology companies, but also CAs themselves. The goal of these logs is to keep track of every issued X.509 certificate and make this list publicly accessible. While, in theory, everyone could push
a certificate to these logs, it is mostly CAs that do so. Specifically, when an organization requests a certificate, the issuing CA will push the certificate to one or more CT logs before providing it to the requesting party. CT logs are append-only and must meet strict availability requirements, as outlined in RFC 6962 [17]. By incentivizing CAs to push newly issued certificates to multiple CT logs, companies can monitor these logs to detect any unwanted (and hence potentially fraudulent) certificates. The more CAs do this, the more difficult it becomes for an attacker to register a fraudulent certificate without being noticed by a CT log monitor (see Section 2 for more details on CT).

In its few years of operation, CT has proven to be successful at detecting wrongly issued certificates early on. For example, in 2016, Meta (then called Facebook) was able to identify, and later revoke, duplicate certificates for some of its own domains by actively monitoring CT logs [16]. The certificates were covering multiple subdomains of Meta, along with other domain names that were not in the company’s control. The certificates were detected within an hour and immediately revoked.

While CT proves to be a step forward in battling the issuance of fraudulent certificates, there is unfortunately another side of the coin. By transparently pushing certificates to publicly accessible logs, sensitive information can be (unwillingly) leaked to the public. Previous work has shown how certificates from CT logs can leak employee details and confidential company data, and how this can be used for (spear)phishing attacks [32, 29]. Moreover, Kondracki et al. found several bot campaigns in the wild that actively scan websites and servers whose certificate was pushed to one or more CT logs [14].

In this paper, we describe how CT logs are a potential data source for target reconnaissance. Following the cyber kill chain, many adversaries precede their penetration by a reconnaissance phase, which is aimed at choosing potential targets for the attack [40]. While various methods exist for identifying potential targets (e.g., OSINT, port scanning), previous work did not take into account CT logs as an effective data source. CT provides the ability to continuously monitor its logs, making it trivial for an adversary to get a constant input of potentially interesting domains. Compared to global web scans, CT has a much lower processing time, especially for the IPv6 address space. In this work, we demonstrate how to extract potentially vulnerable websites from CT log data.

We conduct two types of large-scale measurements to scrutinize the potential of CT logs for finding vulnerable websites on the Web. First, we perform passive measurements on multiple honeypot domains to confirm whether a website receives more scanning traffic when its certificate has been pushed to a CT log. Using dedicated control groups, we capture the differences between websites whose certificate is included in one or more CT logs compared to websites with a self-signed certificate, and do this for both IPv4 and IPv6. We run our experiments for a period of 200 days, capturing longitudinal trends of these scanners. This allows us to get insights into their temporal patterns, which we demonstrate to be affected by certificate renewals. Additionally, we compare our results to honeypot data from a 2018 study by Scheitle et al. [32] to see how the behavior of CT log scanning has changed since 2018.

Second, we perform active measurements to detect domains that are more prone to be vulnerable. Concretely, we tackle this phase from two angles: The first aims at catching domains at the very beginning of their life cycle. We argue that, when deploying a website for the first time, off-the-shelf configurations or containers may be used, which might not have seen the latest security updates. Our second angle looks at the opposite side of the spectrum. Here, we argue that domains at the end of their life cycle may become forgotten, leaving them with outdated software [27].

By combining the results of our passive and active measurement studies, we are the first to empirically converge attack opportunities from CT logs with currently ongoing scanning activity, painting a comprehensive picture of the CT log threat landscape. In short, we make the following contributions:

- We deploy several web server honeypots over a period of 200 days and show that having a certificate in one or more CT logs leads to more incoming network scans compared to having no certificate in the CT ecosystem.
- We show that the effect of CT is especially noticeable in IPv6, where our control group received 0 incoming network packets compared to 2,700 in the CT-pushed group. By comparing our results to a study of Scheitle et al. in 2018 [32] we demonstrate that the general effect of CT has amplified over the last three years.
- Through large-scale active measurements, we are the first to use CT log data to detect potentially vulnerable websites for target reconnaissance. Our study shows that freshly deployed websites are not more likely to contain server distributions with a CVE compared to websites that have just renewed their certificate. However, we further demonstrate that CT logs can be used to detect actively deployed websites with an expired certificate. Additionally, we show that these websites tend to run more outdated software, and hence have more known CVEs. We conclude from this that CT logs can be used as a valid data source for target reconnaissance.

2. Background

This section explains how CT integrates in the Web PKI infrastructure, and how the process from requesting a certificate to embedding it into CT logs works.

2.1. Web PKI

X.509 certificates are the backbone of TLS/SSL, which is used by various protocols, such as HTTPS, to securely communicate over the web. Certificates are linked to public/private key pairs, enabling parties to establish an authenticated communication channel where traffic content is encrypted. This prevents the possibility of various network attacks, such as man-in-the-middle (MITM) attacks. Certificate Authorities (CAs) issue valid certificates after carefully validating the identity of the
requesting party. The CA then signs the certificate using its own self-signed root certificate. A root certificate can either sign another CA certificate, or a so-called “end-entity” certificate, which mostly belongs to a user or organization. CA certificates signed by a root certificate have the ability to also sign other certificates, creating a chain of signatures. This chain is more commonly known as the *chain of trust* since each signature provides a guarantee from the signing party that the signed certificate is legitimate and trustworthy. Since CAs can sign multiple certificates, verifying a certificate comes down to verifying a set of trustworthy CAs.

In HTTPS, Web browsers keep a list of trusted root certificates, called *trust store* or *root store*, which they use for verifying server certificates. Concretely, when a user visits a website, the client and the server bootstrap a secure connection by means of a handshake over TCP. In this handshake, the client verifies, among other things, the authenticity of the server by checking its X.509 certificate. This verification step is based on the chain of trust. Concretely, the browser will check whether the provided certificate is trusted (meaning, signed) by one or more root certificates in the browser’s trust store. If so, the browser will trust the certificate and proceed to set up a secure connection. As a result, browsers can verify relatively quickly the trustworthiness of certificates, without needing extensive screening of the providing party.

Of course, if a trusted CA becomes compromised, the chain of trust is broken, enabling attackers to eavesdrop on encrypted communication. This fundamental flaw of web PKI is what inspired the advent of Certificate Transparency.

2.2. Certificate Transparency

Certificate Transparency (CT) enables public auditing of X.509 certificates, with the aim of detecting misbehavior and wrongly-issued certificates faster. This happens by using append-only logs (using Merkle trees) that collect certificates issued by CAs. Because CT logs are publicly accessible, anyone can track issuance activity from different CAs, and audit for inconsistencies or mistakes. Also, various monitoring services exist, which can be configured to keep track of specific domain names and check whether actors outside an organization try to register a malicious certificate for the organization’s domain.

CT integrates into the web PKI ecosystem as follows: When an organization requests a certificate for a domain, the issuing CA pushes the certificate to one or more CT logs. Upon receiving a certificate, the CT log server creates a Signed Certificate Timestamp (SCT), which is a verifiable guarantee from the log that the certificate is, or will be, incorporated in the log. In addition, a Maximum Merge Delay (MMD) is provided by the log, indicating the maximum time it will take before the certificate is publicly visible in the log. The CT log then sends the SCT back to the CA, which includes the SCT into the certificate of the domain before delivering it to the domain owner. The domain owner can then provide the SCT to requesting parties to prove that its certificate is included in a CT log.

This last step has become more and more important, as many web browsers now require every certificate to be included in one or more CT logs. For example, Google requires in its Chrome browser that websites visited through HTTPS provide an SCT from a Google-operated log and from a non-Google-operated log [33]. Apple and Microsoft followed this approach shortly after by enforcing similar rules in their web browsers. This incentivizes domain owners to request certificates from CAs that push to CT logs, and subsequently also incentivizes CAs to push newly issued certificates to CT logs.

Although a second version of the CT protocol is described in RFC 6962-bis [18], no plans have been announced yet for its roll-out. As such, we build our work on the original protocol from RFC 6962 [17]. Nonetheless, our methodology and results should not be affected by the potential switch from version 1.0 to 2.0, as we rely on the general concept of CT for this work, and not its protocol-specific details. A change of protocol would therefore merely require an adaptation of our API calls to the log service.

3. Influence of CT Logs on Network Scanning

In this section, we explore the effects of CT logs on the incoming network traffic to a website. We first describe our methodology for generating domain names and including them in CT logs, as well as how we deploy honeypots behind these domain names to measure the differences in network traffic. Then, we analyze the results of our measurements and discuss how CT logs can influence scanning behavior. At the end of this section, we compare our results to a 2018 study by Scheitle et al. [32].

3.1. Methodology

Figure 1 depicts an overview of our empirical setup. First, we generate a random, non-guessable, fully-qualified domain name (FQDN). We do so by using the /dev/urandom file of our UNIX system, which generates random content using the environmental noise of the hardware present in our machine [35]. We convert the content of this file into a string of 13 characters and prepend it to the domain name of our DNS zone (whose name we omit for double-blind review). The two strings, together, form a non-guessable FQDN. For example, if our randomly generated string is “ugthyavcpleyt”, we construct the URL “ugthyavcpleyt.domain.com” and use it as a honeynet for our experiments, where “domain.com” is the domain under our control.

Next, we request an X.509 certificate for our domain name using Let’s Encrypt (LE) [1]. LE is a certificate authority that also runs its own CT logs [7]. As part of the process of issuing a certificate, LE makes sure the certificate gets pushed to the CT logs. As such, by requesting a certificate from LE we ensure that our newly generated domain name gets exposed to the public through CT logs. Furthermore, we make sure the certificate gets automatically renewed every 60 days. As a result, each time we renew our certificate, a new entry is pushed to the CT ecosystem.

1The MMD is usually 24 hours.
While requesting an X.509 certificate for our domain name, we also add the necessary DNS entries to our DNS server (following RFC 1912 [3]) and set up a virtual host for our domain name. Both the DNS server as well as the virtual hosts act as our honeypot system. We capture all traffic received on both components and store the logs in our data server for analysis.

### 3.2. Threat Model

For this study, we assume an adversary with average infrastructure and resources, meaning an off-the-shelf PC and a regular Internet connection. Their motive is to find target websites to scan. While it would be feasible for the adversary to perform a scan of the entire IPv4 address space, such an approach requires more resources for repeated scans, and can easily produce overwhelming results that are time-consuming to analyze. Therefore, to perform a more efficient search, an adversary consults one or more CT logs to extract target domain names from certificates. All CT logs are publicly accessible by definition, so an adversary monitors them for newly added certificates. Each certificate contains one or more domain names, which an attacker then targets for scanning. Albeit monitoring services exist for CT logs, our methodology is not dependent on them, and hence this approach is feasible by accessing the CT logs directly.

### 3.3. Experiments

We design a set of experiments to scrutinize the effect of CT logs from different angles. When setting up the virtual host and configuring the DNS entries, we allocate some domain names to an IPv4 address, and others to an IPv6 address. We make sure that each IP address assigned to an experiment has never been used prior to this research.

For each experiment, we create an identical setup using a self-signed certificate rather than a certificate received from a CA. This prevents our certificate from being automatically pushed to one or more CT logs. We consider this group of experiments a controlled baseline for our evaluation, allowing us to compare measurements from a domain that has its certificate present in one or more CT logs, to measurements from a domain whose certificate is not present in any CT log.

Since we adhere to the standards of RFC 1912 to configure our DNS entries, each domain name is equipped with a PTR record on our DNS server. This PTR record exposes the domain name to actors scanning (random) IP addresses in DNS. These actors can then further scan the discovered domain names without consulting any CT log as part of their reconnaissance. Fiebig et al. have proven that such techniques are practical for enumerating hosts in the IPv6 address space using rDNS and PTR records [9, 10]. As such, we can expect to see incoming probes that were not influenced by an initial lookup in CT logs, but rather by the presence of a PTR record in our DNS zone. However, by launching a control experiment for each setup, we argue that this aspect is accounted for. We see no reason to assume that the effects of these PTR records would differ between the control and the main experiment, allowing us to still compare the main experiment against the control experiment to isolate the effect of CT logs.

In total, we create four categories of experiments:

- **IPv4-CT**: In this experiment, we deploy a virtual host listening to one IP address in the IPv4 address space and host a domain that advertises an X.509 certificate requested from LE.
- **IPv4-Self**: This uses the same setup as IPv4-CT, but instead of requesting the certificate through LE, we self-sign the certificate to avoid it being pushed into the CT log ecosystem.
- **IPv6-CT**: In this experiment, we deploy a virtual host listening to one IP address in the IPv6 address space and host a domain that advertises an X.509 certificate requested from LE.
- **IPv6-Self**: This uses the same setup as IPv6-CT, but, instead of requesting the certificate through LE, we self-sign the certificate to avoid it being pushed into the CT log ecosystem.

We run the experiments between March 3rd, 2021, and September 5th, 2021 on Ubuntu 18.04.5 LTS using a one core CPU at 2.3 GHz and 2 GB of RAM. We use Nginx 1.14.0 and PowerDNS 4.1.1 to configure our web server setup.

### 3.4. Results

We start by analyzing the logs from our DNS server to see whether CT logs influence the number of requests received for the IP address of our URLs. Then, we look at how this effect is seen in the HTTPS traffic to our web server.

#### 3.4.1. DNS Queries.

Figure 2 depicts the cumulative DNS queries received over time for experiments IPv4-CT and IPv4-Self (Figure 2a), and experiments IPv6-CT and IPv6-Self (Figure 2b). During the setup of our experiments, we receive DNS queries stemming from the CA that are necessary for setting up the certificate. These queries were filtered out. The overall trend in both figures shows that our servers receive more DNS queries for domain names exposed through CT logs compared to the domains from our control group. We notice clear surges in the number of queries received each time a certificate for the domain gets pushed to the CT logs (i.e., every 60 days), either due to a renewal or a first-time issuance.
Also when filtering for only exact query matches (that is, queries that fully match the generated domain name) we see an identical trend. This gives a first indication that domains with a certificate in one or more CT logs might receive more scanning traffic. Interestingly, we observe that our IPv6 control experiment receives no incoming DNS requests whatsoever. This can be attributed to the fact that, as of today, there exists no efficient method to fully scan the entire IPv6 address space in a feasible time frame. As we will discuss in 3.6, this demonstrates that CT logs show potential for scanning IPv6 hosts without needing to enumerate the entire IPv6 address space.

We receive requests from 2,291 unique IP addresses stemming from 267 Autonomous Systems (ASs) for our IPv4-CT experiment, and from 1,641 unique IP addresses in 163 ASs for experiment IPv4-Self. Similarly, we get requests from 959 unique IP addresses and 112 ASs for experiment IPv6-CT. For exact matches this becomes 1,016 IP addresses and 159 ASs for IPv4-CT, 455 IP addresses and 49 ASs for IPv4-Self, and 666 IP addresses and 105 ASs for IPv6-CT. The occurrence of a new IP address follows the same trend as the general pattern of requests depicted in figures 2a and 2b. That is, the number of unique IP addresses observed gradually increases over time, with significant surges at the certificate registration and renewal times. For the observed ASs, however, we notice a slightly different trend, which we depict in Figure 3 (note that we only show the exact matches). At the initial certificate registration, both the IPv4-CT and IPv6-CT experiment show a steep increase in newly appearing ASs, after which the trend resumes a stable pattern again. On the first certificate renewal, no clear surge is measured in newly appearing ASs. Interestingly, on the second renewal, we do in fact observe a clear increase due to the exposure of our certificate in the CT log ecosystem. This overall trend suggests that, although source IP addresses tend to differ per request, the incoming traffic seems to stem from a rather defined set of ASs. Nonetheless, the set of ASs is significantly larger for the CT-induced scans than for our control group.

### 3.4.2. HTTPS Requests

Figure 4a depicts the cumulative HTTPS requests received over time for experiments IPv4-CT and IPv4-Self. Although less apparent than in our DNS logs, we do see an eventual increase in requests to our experiment domain (IPv4-CT) compared to our control domain (IPv4-Self). Interestingly, when we filter out traffic in experiment IPv4-CT stemming from all source addresses belonging to the incoming packets in experiment IPv4-Self, the effect of CT becomes more apparent. We plot this effect in Figure 4b where we now
notice more clearly the influence of CT logs on incoming HTTPS traffic. Concretely, we again observe clear surges shortly after our certificate is pushed to the CT logs.

Similar to our DNS results, we detect no traffic on IPv6 for our control experiment IPv6-Self. As such, all incoming HTTPS requests in experiment IPv6-CT are likely due to the effect of pushing our domains to CT logs. In total, we receive around 2,700 packets destined for our server.

The incoming requests originate from 90 unique IP addresses stemming from 29 ASs, and 34 unique IP addresses stemming from 19 ASs for IPv4-CT and IPv4-Self, respectively. Similarly, for IPv6-CT, the requests come from 42 unique IP addresses and 9 ASs. Unlike the DNS data, we observe no clear patterns in source address statistics that could be attributed to CT log influence. This implies that renewing a certificate does not attract new sources of scanning.

### 3.5. Comparison to 2018 study

In 2018, Scheitle et al. studied the general deployment of CT and its influence on Internet traffic [32]. They suggest that, based on their observations, there might be actors in the wild who look for certificates in CT logs and scan the domains covered by the certificate. While their study focuses on the deployment and adoption rates in the CT ecosystem, not much attention has been paid to the difference between pushing a certificate to a CT log or not. Our experiments, therefore, improve upon the previous work in the following way: First, we run our experiments much longer, namely over a time span of 200 days compared to only 18 days in the previous study. We therefore capture longitudinal trends, giving us insight into the persistence of scanners, and allowing us to recognize interesting temporal patterns. As such, we are the first to report on the effects of certificate renewals, which show up in our data as a relevant factor for scanning behavior. Specifically, we observe surges at each renewal, showing that websites are continuously affected by scans due to CT, and not just by one-time probes.

Moreover, based on prior work, it was unclear whether the additional scanning traffic caused by CT would, over time, grow in volume, potentially to a problematic size. Our measurements show that these effects are fairly mild, concluding that additional traffic should not be a concern for website administrators.

Second, Scheitle et al. mention that adequately discerning arbitrary scanning from informed scanning was not possible in their experiments, making it difficult to purely attribute their results to the effect of CT. To overcome this challenge, we introduce control groups in each of our experiments. Since our control groups are identical (with the exception of a self-signed certificate instead of a CA-issued certificate) in setup compared to the regular experiments, we can adequately observe the direct effect of CT logs. In particular, for the IPv4-CT experiment, we use this data to reveal the surges caused by CT-induced scanners (see Figure 4b).

Third, Scheitle et al. create no DNS PTR record for their domain names, therefore not strictly adhering to the standard described in RFC 1912. The authors argue that this prevents the influence of rDNS walking on the results of the experiments. We do include a PTR record in our DNS configuration for each domain, and combat the influence of rDNS walking by again using control experiments for each setup (see Section 3.3 for more detail).

Despite these differences, we still see value in comparing the results of Scheitle et al.’s early exploration on this topic to capture the change of landscape since 2018. Table 1 highlights some striking changes between the results of our study and the study of Scheitle et al. (Note that we use the same CA, pushing to the same CT logs, making the comparison sound.) Overall, we conclude that the influence of CT logs on scanning traffic has significantly increased since 2018. For example, the first incoming requests arrive much faster compared to the 2018 study. For DNS in IPv4, this is a speedup between 68.5% and 88.3% for the first query received. For HTTPS in IPv4, this difference is even more pronounced, with a 97.6% to 99.9% faster detection time in our study compared to the 2018 study. As for IPv6, the previous study by Scheitle et al. detects zero incoming scanning traffic for their domain. Over the time span of three years, this has significantly increased, with our study detecting 2,700 incoming packets for IPv6. Finally, by including dedicated control groups in our experiments, we strengthen the claim that these effects are a result of pushing a certificate into the CT ecosystem, as opposed to just arbitrary scanning.

### 3.6. Takeaways

In this section, we explored the influence of CT logs on incoming scanning traffic. We conclude that pushing a domain’s X.509 certificate to one or more CT logs indeed increases the incoming network traffic. Specifically, we observe that more DNS queries are made, with significant surges around renewal days, both for IPv4 and IPv6. Also for HTTPS, we notice the same behavior. Most notable is the influence of CT logs on incoming IPv6 traffic. Our experiments show that having a domain’s X.509 certificate in one or more CT logs can increase the incoming IPv6 traffic from 0 to several thousand of packets. Given the extreme difficulty of scanning the entire IPv6 address space, these results indicate that CT logs are a viable input source for IPv6 network scanning. By comparing our results to a study from 2018, we also show that the effect of CT logs on scanning traffic has amplified over the last three years. As such, we conclude that CT logs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2018 [32]</th>
<th>2021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First DNS query (IPv4)</td>
<td>73s-197s</td>
<td>23s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First HTTPS request (IPv4)</td>
<td>3.540s-1,641,600s</td>
<td>84s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of IPv6 packets</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2,700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
are indeed used in the wild to scan domains, and will only become more popular in the future.

Next, we explore whether using CT logs as a reconnaissance technique is actually worthwhile.

4. Detecting Newly Deployed Domains in (Near) Real Time

Although the standard MMD for a CT log is 24 hours, we discovered from our honeypot experiment that a certificate often gets pushed much sooner into the CT ecosystem. This led to very early scans of our domain, even though our website was only deployed for merely seconds. In this section, we take the perspective of an adversary and use several CT logs to perform a reconnaissance scan. In particular, we are interested in websites that were just deployed, as we hypothesize that many developers rely on off-the-shelf containers or legacy setup files to launch their new websites. While practical, such configurations might install outdated software, increasing the probability that a web application lacks the latest security defenses. By leveraging the short time window in which a certificate is pushed to a CT log, we attempt to identify vulnerable domains before they can update any outdated server software.

4.1. Methodology

To determine whether a domain is freshly deployed, we use their X.509 certificate as a proxy. If a domain appears for the first time in a certificate, we assume it is being deployed for the first time as well. Using Certstream [4], we actively monitor newly pushed certificates in CT logs. Certstream regularly downloads the Signed Tree Head (STH) of CT logs and checks when the size of the log changes over time. If the tool detects a change in size, it retrieves the latest added certificates, parses them, and outputs the domain names that are covered by the certificate. We run Certstream for around 24 hours on July 19th, 2022. We probe the URL of each domain name we encounter. Note that we do not include a specific index.html or similar suffix. We merely take the name that was included in the certificate. In case of a wildcard, we skip the entry. For each probe, we call the HTTP HEAD method. In case of a redirect, we store both the initial HTTP Header and the final redirected-to Header. In case of an error or timeout of longer than 30 seconds, we reprobe the URL. After 3 probes, we consider the website unresponsive. In total, we collect probes for 662,562 URLs.

Because a domain name can be added to multiple certificates, we remove all duplicate entries from our results, leaving a total of 501,791 entries. Then, we probe all responsive websites 5 times over the course of a month: 1 day after, 3 days after, 1 week after, 2 weeks after, and 1 month after the initial probe. We use the same probing mechanism in case of a timeout.

Next, we determine which domains appeared for the first time in a certificate, and which appeared multiple times as a result of a certificate renewal. For this step, we rely on the Censys certificate database [6]. For each domain, we check how many certificates it has in the Censys database. If it has more than one, we assume the domain has not been deployed for the first time. Unfortunately, due to API limits, we are not able to check every URL in our set. As such, we prune our set of URLs by focussing only on the websites using one of the two most used server distributions, namely Nginx and Apache [30]. Furthermore, we only keep the Nginx and Apache instances that expose their version number in the HTTP Header since we will use this as a basis for our evaluation (see Section 4.2). This trims our set down to 25,319 URLs. Then, we use the CT logs of LE to pre-remove certificates. LE runs its own CT log infrastructure called Oak, which they use to push newly issued certificates [7]. Because LE is one of the most used CAs [36], we assume many of the domains in our set have a certificate pushed to a log in Oak. We download all Oak logs and check whether a domain has more than one certificate in the logs. If so, we can be certain it has also more than one certificate in the Censys database, meaning we do not have to check it through the Censys API. If a domain has only one certificate or less in the Oak log we do check it with Censys. Note that it would be possible to download more CT logs to make the pre-removal more robust. However, this is paired with a significant increase in storage requirements. For our data, the Oak logs were sufficient to prune our set of URLs to an acceptable size. After checking our pruned set of URLs in Censys, we find 986 domains that are deployed for the first time and 24,333 that appeared due to a renewal of their certificate.

4.2. Security Evaluation

We evaluate all encountered server versions against 2 CVEs per server software. For Apache, we pick CVE-2018-17189 [21] and CVE-2021-44790 [24] and for Nginx we pick CVE-2018-16844 [20] and CVE-2021-23017 [23]. Notice that for both server software we have a recent CVE (2021) and a less recent CVE (2018) to account for the general delay between the release of a CVE and an administrator updating their system accordingly. Furthermore, all CVEs are retroactive, meaning they apply to all versions below a certain number.

Figure 5a shows the results of our analysis on websites deployed for the first time. What stands out immediately is that some websites become unresponsive after the initial probe, even after reprobing the URL 3 times. Due to this unresponsiveness, many websites that run a vulnerable version of their server software are merely online for a brief moment at the start of their deployment. This short time window could be attractive to adversaries for executing attacks on websites that might not be fully ready for production yet.

Interestingly, we also observe an increase in unresponsiveness for the group of domains that simply had a renewal of their certificate. Figure 5b shows this trend. Also here, the number of vulnerable versions seems to decline over time as a result of this. However, the trend is different over time. Where the renewal group has a steadily increasing number of unresponsive websites, the group of websites that are deployed for the first time has a less structured pattern. The pattern suggests a “testing-out phase,” where administrators put the website in production to test some functionality, and then take it offline again.
5.1. Google Pilot Log

As a starting point, we take the Pilot log from Google. Pilot is one of the initial CT logs, and remained active even at the time of our experiments\(^2\). Earlier work has shown how Pilot was by far the most pushed-to log in the early years of CT [11]. Since we look for domains with an expired certificate, we want to maximize our data set for older domains, i.e., domains added in the initial years of CT. As such, we deem the Google Pilot log as the best fit for this study.

We download the complete log on October 19th, 2021 when the `tree_size` of Pilot is 1,077,308,203. After parsing the raw data for each entry, we obtain the full X.509 certificates that were pushed to the log. Many companies, like Google and LE, use test domains to validate that their logs are operating correctly. As such, many of these domains, like “flowers-to-the-world.com” from Google and “woodpecker.testing.letsencrypt.org” from LE, appear frequently in our data set. We consider these domains irrelevant to our study and hence remove all their certificates from our data. For the remaining certificates, we make a separate entry with the start and end date of the certificate for every domain it covers. This gives us 4,705,267,788 entries in total.

5.2. Extracting Domains with a Potentially Expired Certificate

From our list of domains, we are interested in the set of unique domain names whose last-seen certificate has passed its expiration date. Since each time a domain name renews its certificate the CA pushes it to the log, our list contains duplicate names, each with a different expiration date. We filter out these duplicates by keeping the entry with the latest expiration date. Then, we take as a threshold September 1, 2021, 12:00:00 PM and split the list in two: the set of entries with an expiration date before our threshold (called \(\text{Exp}\)) and the set of entries with an expiration date after our threshold (called \(\text{Valid}\)).

Even though this step was performed in December, we pick September as a threshold to leave some margin for renewals that are only a few weeks late. Finally, we obtain our desired set of domains (called \(\text{Probeset}\)) by picking all domains that are in the \(\text{Exp}\) set, but not in the \(\text{Valid}\) set, i.e.:

\[
\text{Probeset} = \{ d \mid d \in \text{Exp} \land d \notin \text{Valid} \}.
\]

Since many certificates contain a wildcard entry, we use passive DNS data to resolve the wildcards into an accessible URL.

\(^2\)Although Pilot was active during the time of our experiments, Google has announced since then the planned retirement of the log for May 1st, 2022 [26].
5.3. TLS Probing

We use ZGrab 2.0 [41] to capture the current certificate present on each domain if any. ZGrab can be configured to perform a TLS handshake and store transcripts of the exchange including, among other details, the X.509 certificate and its expiration date. Using this, we can check if the domains are indeed advertising expired certificates, or if they renewed their certificate without pushing to the same CT log as before.

We launch our scan on December 16th, 2021. Unfortunately, due to network issues, our scans got prematurely ceased on December 21st after completing 77% of our probes, which equates to 1,192,725,834 domains. We report that 762,462,458 (64%) advertise a non-expired certificate, while 11,032,644 (1%) contain an expired certificate. 418,229,732 (35%) of the domains either timed out or did not exist anymore.

5.4. Security Evaluation

We evaluate the security posture of the domains in our set in three different ways. First, we call the HTTP HEAD method for each domain, extract the server software HTTP Header, and compare it against known CVEs, as we did in Section 4.2. Second, we perform a similar analysis but for the website’s Content Management System (CMS) by scrutinizing the source code of each index page. Lastly, we look for other indicators in the source code that signify bad security posture based on previous work.

To baseline our results, we create an additional set of domains to use as a control group during the security evaluation. Concretely, we randomly take 11,032,644 domains from our initial ZGrab scan that responded with a non-expired X.509 certificate. As such, we obtain an equal size group of domains that can be compared to our set with expired certificates.

5.4.1. HTTPS Headers. For both groups, we call the HTTP HEAD for each entry, and extract the server software if included. We use curl to grab the Server field in the HTTP Header. Furthermore, we store the HTTP Status Code to filter bad responses. We perform our scan on January 13th, 2022 for the expired group, and on January 15th, 2022 for the control group.

Figure 6 shows the distribution of HTTP response codes for both groups. Indeed, our expired group produces significantly more failed responses compared to the control group. Presumably, these domains have been taken offline, explaining why they are no longer present in the CT log.

Additional to the status code, we extract the Server field from the header. Such field is present in 7,389,804 (85%) responses from the expired group, and in 9,445,172 (90%) from the control, not considering the failed responses. We again notice in our data that Nginx and Apache are the most popular used server software. As such, we focus again on these two server applications for our analysis, using the same CVEs as in Section 4.2.

Although many servers advertise the software used to host their domain, not all of them advertise the actual version number. Here we notice an interesting discrepancy between the expired group and our control group. In the expired group, 717,327 (28%) of the Apache servers give away their software version, while for the control group this is only 184,423 (14%). Similarly, for Nginx, we observe that 1,342,084 (51%) show a version number in the expired group and only 379,826 (8%) in the control. While not a direct security measure, hiding the software’s version number does slow down an attacker, as it requires them to perform extra, more advanced analysis of the website to assess whether it is running vulnerable software. In this regard, it is interesting to see that the control group shows better practices.

Table 2 summarizes the results. For Apache, we find that the expired group is more susceptible to both CVEs compared to our control. Moreover, the discrepancy between the two groups becomes bigger when we focus in particular on the CVE from 2018, with the expired group showing that 69.19% of the hosts are vulnerable and in the control group only 48.95% of the hosts are vulnerable. Also, the total percentage of vulnerable instances in both groups is significantly higher for the more recent CVE. This indeed shows that the more recent a CVE is, the more likely it is to find it in the wild since administrators had less time to patch the software. For Nginx, we see an almost identical pattern, with the 2018 CVE being present in 56.20% of the hosts in the expired group, compared to 34.39% of the hosts in our control group.

As such, we conclude that for both server distributions, domains with an expired certificate have a higher probability of running a software version that is susceptible to a known CVE. Consequently, CT logs have the ability to expose these domains to the public, making it easier for adversaries to gather a potential target set during their reconnaissance phase.

5.4.2. Content Management System. Instead of building a web page from scratch, many developers make use of a Content Management System (CMS) to generate the source code of their pages. According to the HTML
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\caption{HTTP Response Codes for both the expired and control group. As expected, the expired group produces many more failed responses, presumably due to the website being no longer reachable.}
\end{figure}
 TABLE 2: Results of comparing the software version of Apache and Nginx instances against known CVEs. We observe that in the expired group more instances are vulnerable to known CVEs compared to our control.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software</th>
<th>CVE-2018</th>
<th>CVE-2021</th>
<th>CVE-2018</th>
<th>CVE-2021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expired</td>
<td>69.19%</td>
<td>79.31%</td>
<td>56.16%</td>
<td>89.47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>48.95%</td>
<td>73.42%</td>
<td>34.36%</td>
<td>87.47%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

standard [37], the software used to generate the web page should be listed in the meta tag, along with an accompanying content field as follows: <meta name="generator" content="MySoftware 1.2.3"/>. As such, we use regular expressions to look for this pattern in the source code of the index page and extract a CMS (with its version number), if present.

Before scrutinizing the source code, we prune our set of domains to preemptively discard websites we are not interested in. First, we remove all websites that did not respond with an HTTP status code of 200 (OK). Second, we discard the domains from our previous analysis that were already identified as having a vulnerable software version. In total, this brings our expired set down to 3,609,833 domains and our control group to 4,816,749 domains.

We download the source code of the index pages on January 21st, 2022 for the expired group, and January 23rd, 2022 for the control group. Of course, some domains might still display a “404 Page Not Found” or similar, even though they respond with a status code of 200 (OK). To account for this, we search for keywords in the source code and filter out ERROR pages accordingly. This leaves our expired set at a size of 2,355,193 domains, and our control at 1,519,777 domains.

We successfully extract a CMS from 223,810 (9.5%) domains in our expired group, and from 192,846 (12.7%) domains in our control group. Not unexpectedly, the most popular software in our set is WordPress, both in the expired group (98,890 instances) as well as in the control group (76,149 instances). Consequently, we compare the version number of detected WordPress instances against a known CVE. Specifically, we look at CVE-2019-8942 [22], which is again not overly recent to account for updating delays. Interestingly, just as with the server software, we find that the control group tends to hide more actively the actual version number as opposed to the expired group: We successfully infer a version number in 94,360 (96.4%) of all WordPress cases in the expired group, while only 49,118 (64.5%) in the control group.

Table 3 summarizes the results. We again observe that the expired group contains more vulnerable version numbers compared to our control group, with 19,618 (20.79%) cases for the expired group, and 5,864 (11.94%) for the control group. However, much of WordPress’ popularity comes from the various plugins designed to extend the CMS. Some of these plugins, including their version numbers, are advertised in the downloaded source code samples. As such, we also compare known vulnerabilities for two specific plugins [38, 39] to their version numbers. We again notice the same trend, with the expired group containing more vulnerable versions for “Download Manager” (109/128 = 85.16% expired, 26/73 = 35.62% control) as well as for “Layerslider” (22/184 = 11.96% expired, 16/194 = 8.25% control). The combined total of these numbers does not, however, influence the overall percentage of WordPress due to the small presence of these plugins in our data set.

Overall, we reached the same conclusion as with assessing the version numbers of server software: The group with expired certificates has significantly more vulnerable version numbers compared to our control group. We, therefore, show again that CT logs can indeed expose these domains to the public, requiring only a little effort to construct a set of potentially vulnerable websites.

5.4.3. Outdated Copyright Statements. Prior work has shown that outdated copyright statements on a web page can indicate that the page is no longer maintained [27]. Moreover, these pages tend to be more vulnerable to trivial exploits, such as Cross-Site Scripting and SQL Injection. As such, we extract the copyright statements from the source codes of our web pages. In the expired group, 442,143 websites (18.8%) displayed a copyright statement, and in the control group, 196,456 websites (12.9%) did. Figure 7 shows the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) for the encountered copyright years in both the expired group, as well as in the control.

Our copyright analysis shows that in the expired group, 70% of the index pages have a copyright statement year of 2020 or older, showing that the majority seems to be outdated. For the control group, on the other hand, we notice that only 30% have a copyright statement year of 2020 or older, meaning they indeed appear to be more actively maintained.
6. Discussion

In what follows, we discuss the implications of our results and question whether this should affect the deployment of CT. Furthermore, we highlight the ethical aspects of our experiments and how we address them. Finally, we explain the limitations of our work, and suggest future improvements and directions to build upon our research.

6.1. Advantages of Certificate Transparency for Target Reconnaissance

In Section 5 we showed how CT logs can be leveraged to find potentially vulnerable targets in the wild. Attackers might be incentivized to use this approach since it requires less time and resources compared to, for example, global web scans. This is especially true for IPv6, where no methodology exists to efficiently scan the entire address space. Using current techniques, scanning the entire IPv6 address space for potential targets would take roughly $2 \cdot 10^{25}$ years [31]. In contrast, with CT, an adversary eliminates the need for a global port scan since they can directly tap into a source of potential targets from the logs, which we demonstrate with our active scans. When looking for expired domains (Section 5) the biggest bottleneck is downloading and processing a CT log. For the Google Pilot log, this took us less than 24 hours. When looking for newly deployed domains (Section 4) the speedup is even more dire since public streams (such as Certstream [4]) provide a constant flow of newly appearing certificates. It is therefore no surprise that our passive measurements (Section 3) observe early probes nearly seconds after obtaining a X.509 certificate, demonstrating that it is not only possible to circumvent the limitations of global web scans, but that this is in fact being used in the wild. With our study, we are the first to empirically correlate these attack opportunities from CT logs with currently ongoing scanning activity, painting a comprehensive picture of the CT threat landscape.

6.2. Abolish Certificate Transparency?

Introducing ways of abusing CT for malicious purposes might suggest the desire for its removal, both as policy as well as a technology. While it is true that CT introduces a novel data source for target reconnaissance, we believe the benefits of CT still outweigh the small costs. For example, we demonstrate in the first part of this paper how pushing a certificate to a CT log increases your incoming network traffic. Specifically enough, we identify surges almost immediately after the issuance and renewal of a certificate. However, while significant enough to distinguish them from non-CT-related traffic, these surges were never of a volume that would take down a server or a network. As such, even small-scale commodity servers should be able to handle the additional traffic that CT causes.

In the interest of completeness, we do mention that, from a theoretical point of view, a server could experience heavy load due to CT-related traffic if it hosts multiple domains, all of which issue/renew their certificate at the same moment. In such a scenario, the surges might coincide and accumulate to a potentially problematic size. Nonetheless, we estimate the probability of this happening to be low.

In the second part of this paper, we describe two approaches to how CT logs can potentially be used for target reconnaissance. Again, we see no significant added harm caused by CT directly. Moreover, the issue of a website running outdated software is not an effect of the CT ecosystem. Rather, it is the responsibility of the administrator to make sure their software is up-to-date according to the latest security standards.

However, although we argue that the costs of CT do not outweigh its benefits, we simultaneously show that scanning effects have increased since 2018. As such, despite the fact that the current state of the CT ecosystem does not introduce any significant harm to the aspects we study, we do think further monitoring should be done to prevent small issues from escalating to a more problematic state.

6.3. Ethics

Internet measurement studies and security research in general require careful evaluation of their ethical implications. For this work, we base ourselves on the Menlo report [2]. In the honeypot experiment, we see no harm in our design choices. We perform passive measurements that simply host a domain and log the incoming traffic, which is no different behavior from any regular website hosted on the Web today. As for the active measurements, we do rely on best practices. Concretely, we provide every probe with a customized User-Agent containing contact details to opt out of our study. Additionally, we set up a TXT record with contact information, available through a reverse lookup of any of the IP addresses from which we scan. During our experiments, we received one request to opt out of our study, after which we removed the domain from our data and future scans.

Concerning the security evaluations of this study, we stick to the reconnaissance phase of the cyber kill chain [40]. This entails that we merely scan for software versions –and compare them against a CVE database– without advancing further to the actual exploitation of any of the found CVEs. As such, we are able to show the potential impact of CT without causing harm to a server or website in the process. We do note, however, that an adversary could take further steps after identifying targets but considered the execution of this harmful and unnecessary for the results of our research.

6.4. Limitations and Future Work

For the honeypot, we use certificates containing concrete domain names rather than wildcard entries. Many organizations include multiple domain names in a certificate, simplifying the process through wildcards (e.g., *.example.com). This does not allow an adversary to immediately identify all websites protected by the certificate, therefore preventing them from using the websites as targets. Future work could investigate whether this affects scanning behavior and whether adversaries then rely on additional sources, such as for example passive DNS data, to match the wildcard entries with concrete URLs.
To detect domains with an expired certificate, we solely rely on the Google Pilot log. Although this was the most active log in the early days of CT (therefore providing more old certificates compared to other logs from that period), many more CT logs exist. To keep processing time reasonable, and demonstrate how with moderate storage (order of 100GB) one can perform our methodology, we focus on only one CT log. By scrutinizing more logs, the set of potential targets could be expanded. However, this expansion would require more storage and processing resources. Our results can therefore be seen as a lower bound on the number of target websites that can be found via CT log data.

7. Related Work

Although Certificate Transparency is a fairly recent concept, the scientific community has already looked at the topic from different angles, such as deployment, security, and privacy. Gustafsson et al. were the first to give an overview of CT deployment through active and passive Internet measurements [11]. They collect data from several CT logs, and compare the entries to encountered certificates in the wild. Albeit the study was performed before major browser vendors started enforcing CT policies, the authors conclude that CT logs contain a representative set of certificates compared to their passive monitoring data. Two years later (after CT policy enforcement by web browsers), Google published a study with similar conclusions, showing that already 63.2% of HTTPS connections in Chrome contain certificates present in two or more CT logs [34]. Furthermore, the authors study the effect of non-compliance with CT policies on end-user behavior, and show that users do react unsafely when encountering breakage due to failure of CT compliance by a website, therefore incentivizing websites and CAs to adhere to CT policies and standards.

Also, the work of Korzhitskii et al. studies the deployment of CT logs, focusing on how the root store ecosystem is shaped among different logs and in comparison to browser trust stores [15]. Like browsers, CT logs keep a list of root certificates that are trusted to sign other certificates. Logs can then enforce each pushed certificate to contain one of their root certificates in the chain of trust. The paper highlights many discrepancies between browser root stores and CT root stores, along with concerns such as non-sufficient coverage of roots by CT logs compared to software, and the inclusion of compromised root certificates in CT logs.

Besides deployment, large-scale measurements have also been used to study the security of CT. Scheitle et al. were the first to do so, and provide a preliminary evaluation of some security implications caused by CT [32]. Similar to our study, the authors deploy a honeypot to examine the effects of CT presence on website scanning behavior. As mentioned earlier, we improve upon their design and show how the effects of CT logs have amplified over the years (see Section 3.5 for more detail). The paper also demonstrates how CT logs leak DNS information and describe a methodology for subdomain enumeration using CT data. Roberts et al. further study information leakage in CT logs [29]. By searching (sub)domain names in certificates, the authors are able to leak sensitive information such as employee names, user names, email addresses, and confidential company data such as unreleased products and campaigns. The paper argues that such information can easily be used for targeted attacks such as spearfishing or social engineering. Finally, Kondracki et al. deployed a distributed honeypot system to identify and classify CT bots [14]. They found various campaigns actively using CT logs to scan servers in the wild. Several of these campaigns showed clear malicious intent, for example by automatically launching Log4J exploitation attacks.

CT log data can also be used to detect phishing websites. Because traditional blocklists experience a delay between the deployment of a phishing domain and its inclusion in a blocklist, CT offers a closer to real-time detection opportunity by advertising newly deployed domains much quicker. Fasllija et al. presented Phish-Hook, a tool to detect phishing websites in real-time using CT logs [8]. The authors leverage machine learning to classify each website in one of five risk categories rather than producing a binary conclusion (i.e., phishing vs. non-phishing). Phish-Hook relies solely on CT log data and therefore does not require further source code analysis or access to network traffic data. With this method, over 90% of phishing websites could be correctly identified. However, the authors only apply their method on a pre-existing sample set of URLs and merely hypothesize that the method can hence be applied to CT logs. Unfortunately, such an evaluation is not provided in the paper. Drichel et al. go beyond a theoretical solution and developed a full pipeline for detecting phishing websites using CT logs [5]. Primarily, the pipeline is designed for machine learning approaches to detect URLs in certificates that belong to phishing websites. The pipeline is modular and open-source, allowing for further expansion of their techniques. Furthermore, the authors use their pipeline to develop ground truth data for past CT log entries that can be used to train future phishing detection solutions. Also, Marquardt and Schmidt make use of CT log data to extract data sets for research related to domain names [19]. Instead of focusing on machine learning, the authors developed a pipeline to extract input domains for large-scale measurement studies, aiming to complement other input lists such as the Alexa top 1M and the Majestic top 1M. Their analysis shows that such a CT log data set contains similarities to other top lists (such as outdated software distribution), but also some differences (such as a higher DNS error rate for the CT-based list).

8. Conclusion

Certificate Transparency is a relatively new concept that aims to solve fundamental trust issues in the Web PKI ecosystem. It has been extremely successful so far in seamlessly integrating into the Web PKI without breaking the web or causing major frustrations. While it has been studied from many perspectives, such as deployability, privacy, and potential for phishing detection, not much work has been done on the potential of CT logs as a data source for attacks.

In this paper, we used both active and passive measurements to shine a light on this blind spot. Through our honeypot system, we investigated the difference in network traffic between websites with and without a certificate
in one or more CT logs. After running our experiment for a period of 200 days we conclude that CT does indeed increase the number of incoming probes to a server, suggesting that actors use these logs as input for web scans. Compared to a previous study from 2018 we notice that the first scans arrive much quicker (merely seconds after certificate issuance) and that it causes significantly more traffic for IPv6 hosts compared to websites with a certificate that is not pushed to a CT log. Using active measurements, we captured websites both at the beginning as well as the end of their life cycle. We show that CT log data does not provide an advantage for detecting more vulnerable domains at the beginning of their life cycle, as it gives no significant difference over domains that just renewed their certificate. As a result, we report on a new approach for finding potential target websites. Specifically, we looked at websites that stopped renewing their X.509 certificate, yet continued running (part of) their infrastructure in production. We show that this group has significantly more server software with a known CVE compared to our control group. As such, we conclude that CT logs can function as a potential data source for target reconnaissance.
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